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1. Introduction. The theory of right topological semigroups (i.e. semigroups S 
with a Hausdorif topology such that, for each s є S, the function Qs: S -+ S defined 
by Qs(t) = ts is continuous), especially compact right topological semigroups, has 
been extensively developed. See for example [2]. The existence of a maximal right 
topological compactification of a semigroup with topology (or a semitopological 
or a right topological or a left topological semigroup) would be of considerable 
interest. However, Example V.I.II of [2], essentially due to J. W. Baker, shows 
that such a maximal compactification cannot in general exist. (By a compactification 
of a semigroup S with topology, we mean a pair (ф, X) consisting of a compact 
HausdorfF semigroup X and a continuous homomorphism ф: S ~* X with $[S] 
dense in X. A compactification (ф, X) of S is maximal with respect to a given property 
ifit possesses the property and satisfies the universal extension condition: whenever 
(A, Y) is a compactification of S possessing the property, there is a continuous homo­
morphism r\\ X -+ 7such that ц о ф = Я. Note that ф is not required to be an embed­
ding so the pair (ф, X) need not be a topological compactification.) 
It was shown in TheoremIII.4.5 of [2] that any HausdorfF semitopological semi­
group (i.e. one which is both left and right topological) has a compactification (e, X) 
maximal with respect to the property that it is right topological and the requirement 
that le(s) be continuous for each s є S, (Here Àx(y) = xy.) We show here in Section 2 
that the same conclusion applies to any semigroup S with a topology. No continuity 
assumptions need be made. One does not even need any separation axioms to apply. 
In Section 3 we show that similar results hold with respect to the strong almost 
periodic, almost periodic, and weak almost periodic compactification of S. 
Of course, since e[S] will be semitopological, if S is not semitopological e cannot 
be an embedding. We determine in Section 4 when e is one-to-one and when, as 
a mapping to e[S] it is open. We then present an example showing that one can have 
Hausdorif semigroups which are neither left nor right topological with e one-to-one 
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and also such semigroups with e open. We also show that one can have completely 
regular HausdorfF semitopological semigroups where e is neither one-to-one nor 
open. 
In Section 5, we provide explicit descriptions of the LMC-compactification for 
several different semigroups. 
We conclude this section with the following preliminary results. 
1.1. Lemma. Let M and T be Hausdorjf right topological semigroups and let S 
be a semigroup and a topological space. Let y: S -^ M and ф: S ~> Tbe continuous 
homomorphisms. Assume that y[S] is dense in M and that,for each s є S, thefunc-
tions Ay(S) and Дф(5) are continuous (in M and T respectively). If rj: M ~> T is con-
tinuous and rj o y = ф, then rj is a homomorphism. 
Proof. We must prove that rj(ab) = t|(a) n(b) for all a, b є M. Note first that if 
a, b e y[S] (so that a = y(s) and b = y(t)) we have n(ab) = r|(y(s) y(t)) = rj(y(st)) = 
= ф(зі) = 4>(s) 4>(t) = rj(y(s)) n(y(t)) = t](a) n(b). 
Now, given a e y[S] with a = y(s), the continuous functions Аф(з) 0 n and ц o Ay(s) 
agree on the dense subspace y[5] of M. Thus given b є M, n(ab) = rj o Ay(s)(b) = 
= his) o rj(b) = t|(a) n(b). 
Finally, given b є M, the continuous functions n o ^b and £^(b) o ^ agree on y[S]. 
Thus given a є M, rç(ab) = ^ o Qb(a) = ^ ( b ) o ^/(a) = n(a) rj(b). O 
The proof ofthe following lemma is similar, and we omit it. 
1.2. Lemma. Let T be a Hausdorjf topological space and let S be a semigroup 
which is also a topological space. Let • be a binary operation on Twhich is right 
continuous, let ф: S ~> T be a continuous homomorphism, and assume $[<S] is 
dense in Tand Яф(5) is continuousfor each s є S. Then • is associative. 
2. The LMC-compactification. Throughout this section, let S represent a semigroup 
which is also a topological space. (No separation axioms are assumed.) Let K represent 
either the real or complex numbers. (It is customary to take K = C but for the theory 
the reals suffice.) Denote by C(S) the set of continuous bounded functions from S to K. 
If S is semitopological and Hausdorif and (e, ôS) is the compactification maximal 
with respect to the propertiesthatc>Sis right topological and that Ae(s) is continuous 
for each 5 є S, then the functions from S to K which extend continuously to ôS are 
called the LMC-functions, and ôS is caUed the ШС-compactification of S. 
The class of ШС functions has been studied extensively; see for example [2], [7] 
and [8], the first of which also gives the ШС compactification theorem. 
The LMCfunctions were characterized [6], for semitopological S, as t h o s e / є C(S) 
such that cl {/ о £s: s e S} Я C(S), where the closure is taken in the product space Ks. 
We extend the definition of LMC to our arbitrary S with topology and observe that 
the notions coincide if 5 is semitopological. 
2.1. Definition. The function/is defined to be in LMC if and only if 
( a ) / e C ( S ) , 
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(b) { /oA, : s eS} ^C(S), 
(c) c l { / o & : s e S } є C(S), and 
(d) for each ř є 5, cl {/ 0 Я, o £s: s є S} & C(S). 
We can express this definition more succinctly by agreeing that Xt = ^i = *, the 
identity map. T h e n / є LMCifand only iffor each t e S u { l } , cl {/o Ař o Qs: s є S u 
u { l ) ) c C ( S ) . 
2.2. Lemma. Leř T be a compact Hausdorff right topological semigroup and 
let ф be a continuous homomorphismfrom S to Tsuch that Аф(5) is continuousfor 
each s e S. Iffe C(T), then/оф e LMC. 
Proof. Let t є S u {1} and let g e cl {(/о ф) o Ař o £s: s є S u {1}}. Observe that 
if g = / 0 ф o Ař then g is continuous; the boundedness of g follows from the 
boundedness of/. Thus we assume g e cl {(/о ф) o Ař о £s: 5 є S}. It suffices to show 
that there is some a є T such that for each x є 5, / 0 Хфііх){а) = g{x). For then, 
if t = 1, g = / o Qa о ф and if t e S, g = / o A^(ř) о £a о ф. In either case, g is the com­
position of continuous functions. 
Pick a net <sa>aef in S such that </o ф o Ař o £Sa>ae/ converges to #. By taking 
a subnet if necessary we may assume <ф(5а)>аєІ converges to some a є T. Then for 
each x є S and a є J, / 0 A^(tjc)(0(sa)) = % ( / о ф о Ař o gSa), so / о Хф{іх){а) = fir(x) as 
required. • 
We are now ready to define the function e and to define ôS as a topological space. 
We use the product space XfeLMC c l# / [S] . Those familiar with the terminology 
customarily used in analysis may wish to observe that the function e takes S to the 
dual space C(S)* of C(S) and that the relative topology on C(S)* is the weak*-
topology. 
2.3. Definition, (a) Define e: S ^ XfeLMC c l* / [S] by e(s) (f) = /(5). 
(b) ÔS = cl e[S]. 
We observe immediately that ôS is compact (by the TychonofF Theorem) and 
Hausdorff and that e[S] is dense in ôS. We set out now to define the multiplication 
onôS. 
2.4. Lemma. Letfe LMC and let x e S. Thenfo Xx e LMC. 
Proof. Let t e S u {1}. Then {( / 0 lx) o Ař 0 gs: s e S u {1}} = {/ o Xxt o Qs: 
seSu{l}}. • 
2.5. Definition. Forfe LMC and v є ôS, define hxJ: S ^> K by Kf(s) = v ( / o l J . 
Observe that by Lemma 2.4, v is defined a t / o As. 
2.6. Lemma. L e t / e LMC and v є ôS. Then hvJ є LMC. 
Proof. Let teSu{i]. We show that for each x e S u { l } , hvf0XtoQxe 
e cl {fo Ař 0 gs: s e S u {1}}. One then has immediately that cl {ftý,/ o Ař 0 gx: x є S u 
u { l } } s c l { / o A , o e , : s e S u { l } } £ C ( S ) . 
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To this end, let x є S u {1}, let F be a finite subset of S, and for each y e F, let Uy 
be a neighbourhood of hvJ 0 Л, o &,(j>). Then U = f W я ^ Р М is a basic neigh­
borhood of hVtfoÀtoQx. Let F - n ^ 7 J U [ U , ] . (°bserve that the projections 
ny: K
s ^ K and nfoXtyx: XgeLMC clK g[S] ^ K.) Now given y є F, hVtf o Xt 0 Qx(y) = 
= Kj(tyx) = v ( / o l J so that F i s a neighbourhood of v. Pick seS such that 
e(s) є F. Then, given у є F, / о Я, о eÄ(j>) = / (0** ) = / ° V ( 5 ) = e(s) (f о ktyx) є Ur 
Thus / o Ař o Qxs є U as required. D 
2.7. Definition fö r fi9 v e ČS, ae#We? ^v є Х ш с Ьу J"v(/) = f*{K,f)-
2.8. Lemma. Mífr the operationjust defined, öS is a right topological semigroup 
andfor each s є S, Ae(s) is continuous. 
Proof. We show first that for p,, v e ôS, pv e öS. Let F be a finite subset of LMC 
and for e a c h / e F , let Uf be a neighbourhood ofpv(f), so that tf = f]feF % * [ ^ / ] 
is a basic neighborhood of ^v. Now given feF, ß(hVff)==ßv(f)eUf so 
C]/eF ni^],[Uf] is a neighborhood of p. Pick s є S such that e(s) e Ç]feF ЩѴ)^Л-
T h e n g i v e n / e F , v(foXs) = hv>f(s) = e(s)(hVtf)eUf so that C\f^njjJuf] is 
a neighbourhood of v. Pick ř є S such that e{t) є H / e F n]Q\£Pf\. Then given / e F , 
e(sř) (/) = f(st) = f o As(ř) = e(í) ( / o A,) є L/r so e{st) є U" as required. 
To see that the operation is associative, let pi,v,neoS. Let feLMC. Then 
( H f/(/) = p v(hnff) = v(K,hn,f) an<* Kvn) 0 0 = P(K.f) s o il suffices to show 
**.**./ = К*,/. Let s e S . Then hVthnjJ) = v(h4tfoXa) and AVf|f/(s) = Ц / ° 4 ) = 
= V(V/°AS) so it suffices to show hnJ o ls = hnJoXs. Let t є S. Then hnJ o As(ř) = 
= V / H = ^ o 4 ) = (̂/оЯ5 о л,) = fc^^(t)' 
To see that čS is right topological, let v є c>S, l e t / є LMC and let ^ be open in K. 
(So nJ^U]noS is a subbasic open set in öS.) Then e7*[7c7*[tf]n5S] = 
= <ЛЩ п 5S. 
Finally let 5 є S. To see that Àe(s) is continuous l e t / є LMC and let U be open in K. 
Then КаЬїХЩ n < ]̂ = *7ХІЩ n ÔS- • 
2.9. Lemma. Thefunction e: S ~> ôS is а continuous homomorphism. 
Proof. L e t / є LA1C and let U be open in X. Then e"^nj^U] n a5] = f"*[U] 
so e is continuous. 
To see that e is a homomorphism, let s, ř є S and l e t / є ШС. Then e(s) e(t) (f) = 
= e(s) (A,(ř)i/) = й , ( 0 » = e(ř) ( / o 4 ) = / ( л ) = e(st) (f). D 
The following theorem says that {e, öS) is the LMC-compactification of S. We say 
"the" because, if (ф, T) is any other such compactification, then ôS and T are iso-
morphic and homeomorphic via a map n with n o e = ф. 
2.10. Theorem. Giu#n а semigroup S with а topology, öS is а compact Hausdorff 
right topological semigroup, e: S ^ ôS is a continuous homomorphism, e[S] 
is dense in ôS, and Ae(s) is continuous for each s e S. Further, if T is a compact 
Hausdorffright topological semigroup, ф: S ~> Tis a continuous homomorphism, 
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and Аф(8) is continuous for each s e S, then there is continuous homomorphism 
n: ôS ~> T such that n o e = ф. 
Proof. Everything has been established except the existence of n. By Lemma 1.1 
it suffices to show there exists a continuous n: öS -+ Tsuch that ц о e = ф. For this 
it in turn suffices to show that given any nets <sa>ae/ and <řy>y6j, any fi є ôS and any 
a, b e T, if e(sa) -^ fi, e(ty) ^ pt, ф(5а) ^ а, and ф(їу) ~> fo, then а = b. (For then 
if e(s) = e(i), taking 5а = 5 and ty = t one sees that one can define n on e[S] by 
f7(e(s)) = ^(s). One then extends rç continuously to fi є c>S by picking a net <5а>ає/ 
such that e(sa) ^ д and defines n(fi) = lim ^(sa).) 
аєІ 
Suppose we have such <sa>ae/, (ty}yeJ, p, є öS and a, b є T but that a ф b. Pick 
/ є C(T) such tha t / (a) 4= / (b) and let г - | / (a) - / (b) | . By Lemma 2.2,/o ф є ШС. 
Let t/ = { x e K : \x - | i ( / o 0 ) | < e/4], F = { x e X : |x - / ( я ) | < г/4], and Tf = 
= { х є Х : |x —f(b)\ < г/4}. Then 7c^[t7] is a neighborhood of p, so pick а 0 є / 
and y0 є J such that e(sx) and e(iy) are in тс^ЦЩ whenever а ^ а0 and y §£ y0-
Since/""*[F] a n d / " * [ P f ] are neighborhoods of a and b respectively pick « ^ a0 
and 7 ^ 70 such that ф(sa)ef-í[V] and ф ( г у ) є / - 1 № Then \f(a) - / ( b ) | ^ 
á | / ( a ) - / f o ( * . ) ) | + | Д ф ( 5 а ) ) - fl(fo ф)\ + \ß(fo ф) -f(<Kt,))] + 
+ |/(0(ry)) - / (o ) | < є, a contradiction. D 
2.11. Theorem. Letf: S ^ K. Thenfextends continuously to öS (i.e. there exists 
g є C(SS) with g 0 e = f) if and only iffe LMC. 
Proof. For the sufficiency, define g: öS ^> K by g(v) = v(/). Given s є S g(e(s)) = 
= e(s) (f) = f(s). Given U open in К, д~\Щ = nJl[U] n ÖS. 
The necessity is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. П 
3. Other compactifications.lt seems clear that the other compactifications produced 
in [2] for semitopological semigroups also exist for an arbitrary semigroup with 
topology. To define the relevant class of functions on S, one simply adds the require­
ment of [2] to the requirement that fe ШС and then goes through the steps of 
Section 2. 
In certain cases one can get the desired conclusion more quickly. For example, let 
us consider the almost periodic compactification (a, a<S) of S, characterized in [2] 
as the compactification maximal subject to being a topological semigroup. 
3.1. Theorem. Let S be a semigroup with topology. There is a compact Hausdorff 
topological semigroup otS and a continuous homomorphism a:S -»• aS such that 
a[S] is dense in ocS and whenever Tis a compact Hausdorjftopological semigroup 
and ф: S ~> Tis a continuous homomorphism with 0[<S] dense in T, there is a con­
tinuous homomorphism n: uS ~t Tsuch that rj 0 a = ф. 
Proof. Since e[S~] is a semitopological semigroup we have by [2, Theorem 
III.9.4] an almost periodic compactification (a*, a(e[S])) of e[S]. We let aS = 
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= a(e[S]) and a — a* 0 e. Then a is a continuous homomorphism and a[S] is 
dense in aS. 
Let T be а compact topological semigroup and let ф: S -^ T be a continuous 
homomorphism with ф[5] dense in T. Then for each 5 є S, A^(s) is continuous so 
pick by Theorem 2.10 a continuous homomorphism 7: ôS ^ Tsuch that 7 0 e = ф. 
Since a(e[S]) is the almost periodic compactification of e[S] and 7[e[S]] = ф[£] 
which is dense in T, we may pick a continuous homomorphism rç: a(e[S]) ^ 7* 
such that 7/ 0 a* = y|e[S]. Then rj: <xS ^ T and n о a = rç o a* 0 e = 7 о e = ф as 
required. • 
Nearly verbatim proofs establish that we can obtain the strong almost periodic and 
weak almost periodic compactification for any semigroup S with topology. 
Denote by (w, coS) the weak almost periodic compactification of S (maximal 
with respect to coS being semitopological). We obtain in Theorem 3.3 an amusing 
characterization of coS. 
3.2. Lemma. If S is compact, then SS = coS. 
Proof. Since S is compact and e[S] is dense in ôS, e[S] = öS. Thus ôS is semi-
topological and hence ôS = coS. • 
3.3. Theorem. Let S be any semigroup with topology. Then ô(ôS) = coS. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we have o(oS) = co(oS) so we show co(oS) = coS. Observe 
co(oS) is semitopological and w 0 e[S] is dense in co(oS). Let T be a compact semi-
topological semigroup and let ф: S ~> Tbe a continuous homomorphism with ф[5] 
dense in T. Pick a continuous homomorphism 7: ôS ~> T with 7 о e = ф. Pick 
rj: co(oS) -*> T with n 0 w = 7. Then rj о (w 0 e) — ф as required. • 
For the next theorem, we remind the reader that the strong almost periodic 
compactification (m, piS) of S is the compactification maximal with respect to piS 
being a topological group. 
3.4. Theorem. IfS is a group and a compact space, then ôS is the strong almost 
periodic compactification ofS (and ocS as well). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, ôS is semitopological. As the homomorphic image of 
a group ôS is a group. Therefore, by Ellis' Theorem [3], ôS is a topological group. • 
4. One-to-one and open. It is not clear that one loses much by extending the LMC-
compactification to apply to an arbitrary semigroup with topology. On the one hand, 
since e[S] is a semitopological semigroup, e cannot be an embedding unless S is 
semitopological. On the other hand, as we shall see, e may fail to be one-to-one and 
open (as a map to e[Sj) even when S is a completely regular semitopological semi-
group. (Complete regularity is important since the absence of this property also 
trivially forces e to not be an embedding.) It may also be one-to-one and it may be 
open when 5 is neither left nor right topological. 
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4.1. Definition, (a) For / є C(S), coz (/) = {x e S: f(x) Ф 0}. 
(b) For x, y є S, x « y if and only if /(x) = f(y) for a l l / є LMC. 
4.2. Theorem. Leř S be a semigroup and a topological space. Then e is 
(a) one-to-one if and only if LMC separates the points of S; 
(b) open as a map to e[S] if and only if whenever x e S and U is a neighborhood 
of x there existsfeLMC such that xecoz(f) and coz ( / ) c { j / e S : there exists 
z є U with z « y}; 
(c) an embedding if and only if LMC separates the points of S and {coz( / ) : 
fe LMC} is a basisfor the topology ofS. 
Proof. Statement (a) is trivial and (c) is a trivial consequence of (a) and (b). We 
establish (b). 
For the sufficiency, let U be open in S and let a e e[L/]. Pick x є U such that 
e{x) = a. Р і с к / є LMC such that xecoz(f) and coz( / ) £ {y є S: there exists zef7 
such that z « j ;}. Then a e nJi[K\{0}] n e[S] £ / [ t f ] . 
For the necessity let x є S and let U be a neighborhood of x. Then e [ ^ ] is a neigh­
borhood of e(x) in e[<S] so pick V open in ôS such that e(x) є F n e[S] £ e[L^]. 
Since ôS is compact Hausdorff, it is completely regular, so pick g e C(oS) such 
that g{e(x)) = 1 and g[ôS\V] = {0}. Let / = # о е . By Lemma 2.2, feLMC. 
Immediately, xecoz(f). Let y e c o z ( / ) . Then e(y)eVne[S] so e ( j ) ee [ l ^ ] . 
Pick z є t7 such that e(y) = c(z). Then z « у. П 
4.3. Example. A completely regular Hausdorff semigroup S which is neither left 
nor right topological but for which e: S -^ e[S] is open. 
Let S be the set ofpositive integers under addition. Define ф: S ^ (0, 1) as follows. 
Given neS, let a = [log2(w)] and let ф(п) = (l{n - 2а) + l)/2a + 1. (Thus ф 
enumerates the dyadic rationals in (0, 1) in their natural order: 1/2, 1/4, 3/4, 1/8, 3/8, 
5/8, 7/8, 1/16,...). Define atopology Ton S by 7 = { 0 " * [ # ] : Uis open in the usual 
topology on (0, 1)}. Trivially T is Hausdorff and completely regular. Observe that 
each non-empty member of T contains arbitrarily long blocks of S. That is, if U is open 
in (0, 1) and m є S then there exists n є S with {n, n + 1, n + 2, ..., n + m} c 
£ 0-*[U]. 
It now suffices, in order to see that e is open, to show that LMCis the set ofconstant 
functions. (For then e[S] is a singleton.) To this end, l e t / є C(S) such t h a t / i s not 
constant, pick x, у є S such that / (x) ф / (y) , and let є = |/(x) — /(j>)[. Let C7 = 
= {z є S: | /(z) — / (y) | < є/2}. Then C/ is open and x ф cl L/. Pick a neighborhood F 
ofx such that Vn U = ф. Since U is infinite, we can pick m є S such that x + m є Ï7. 
We claim t h a t / o £w is not continuous. Suppose that it js. Then | / o Qm(x) — f(y)\ < 
< є/2 so pick a neighbourhood Wof x such that for all z є Ж, | / 0 £m(z) — / ( j ) | < 
< є/2. Pick n є S such that {n, n + 1, n + 2, ..., n + m} s Vn W. Since и є W, 
\f(n + m) — f(y)\ < e/2 so that n + m e U" and hence U n F Ф 0, a contradiction. 
Note that we have also established that S is not right topological (nor left topo­
logical since S is commutative). Indeed, since there do exist non constantcontinuous 
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functions, for example ф, one has the function Qm produced above cannot be con­
tinuous. • 
4.4. Example. A completely regular HausdorfF semigroup S which is neither 
right nor left topological but for which e is one-to-one. 
Let ßN be the Stone-Čech compactification of the discrete set of positive integers, 
let p e ßN \ N and let S = N u {p] where S has the relative topology. Let the opera­
tion on S be ordinary addition on N with, for n є N n + p = p + n — p + p = p. 
Since S is commutative, in order to show that S is neither right nor left topological, 
it suffices to show that Xx is not continuous. (Note 1 is not an identity.) 
Let A be the set ofeven members ofiV. By [4, 6S] either A u {p] or (A + 1) u {p] 
is a neighborhood of p. Since A^*[v4 u {p}] = (A — 1) u {p] and A^[(^4 + 1) u 
u {p}] = A u {p), X^ is not continuous at p. 
To see that e is one-to-one it suffices, by Theorem 3.2, to show that for each n є JV, 
the characteristic function %{n} is in LMC. Trivially each /{n} is continuous. Let n є N. 
Observe that if t e S u {0} and s e S u {0}, then 
X{n} ° ^>t ° Qs — X{n} ° Qt+s s o that 
given t є S u {0], {x{n) o kt o Qs: s e S u {0}} <= {x{n} o &: seSu {0}}. But {x{n} o ̂ s: 
s є S u {0}} = {X{m}'- пг й «} u {0} = cl ({%{w}: m ^ n} u {0') where 0 is the func­
tion constantly 0. • 
Example V.2.3(b) of [2] is an example of a completely regular HausdorfT semi-
topological semigroup such that e: S ~> ^[S] is not open. (See Section 5 for a detailed 
analysis of this example.) 
Example 92 of [11] (due to Hewitt in [5]) is an example of a regular HausdorfF 
space X with C(X) consisting solely of the constant functions. If one then defines 
a trivial multiplication on X (for example xy = y for all x and y) one makes X 
a semitopological semigroup. Then e[X] is a singleton. 
What we are after is an example ofacompletely regular HausdorfF semitopological 
semigroup for which e is not one-to-one and is not open as a map to e[S]. 
We remark that it would now suffice to obtain such S with e not one-to-one. 
Indeed if e^. S± ~» ^ i [^ i ] is not open and e2: S2 ~> SS2 is not one-to-one, then 
e: St x (5 2 u {1)) ^ ô(Si x (S2 u {1})) is not one-to-one and not open as a map 
to e[Si x (£2 u {1})]. (Here 1 is adjoined as an isolated identity - whether or 
not S2 originally had an identity.) We omit the verification of the above assertion 
since it turns out that we don't need it. That is, the example we construct with e not 
one-to-one also fails to have e: T^ e [ ^ ] open. 
4.5. Definition. Let T be the free semigroup on the set of distinct letters {a, b} u 
U {X i ,X2 , . . . } U {S i ,$2, . . . } . 
The idea of the construction is simple enough. We define a topology on Tso that 
xn ^> b, bsn ~+ b and for each k, xksn ^ a, while we keep the operations continuous 
from the left and right. Unfortunately, the details of the construction are somewhat 
complicated, and we will require several lemmas. 
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4.6. Defínitíon. (a) Define a relation R on T by wtRw2 if and only if there exist 
u,ve Tu {0} such that 
(i) w2 = ubv and Wi == uxfey for some k e N and the leftmost letter of v, if any, 
is not a member of {sn: n > k] ; or 
(ii) w2 = wbt> and Wi = мі?5иѵ for some n eN; or 
(iii) w2 = uav and v^ = uxksnv for some fc, и є N with n > fc. 
(b) Let < be the transitive closure of R. 
We illustrate this order by drawing the lattice of all words greater than or equal 
to the word bs1s2x3s4.x5sl. 
bab 
bobs1 Ьу3зф bs2ab 
baxssi bxsslibsi bsJLabs1 bs2x3s4b bs^ab 
bx3Sjixssi bszGXssi bs^s^bSj bs1s2abs1 bs^x^b 
We omit the routine proof of the following lemma. 
4.7. Lemma, (a) Let w2, ui9..., ut be members of T and let wx = иги2,..., ut. 
Assume thatfor each і є {l, 2 , . . . , / — 1} none of thefollowing cases hold: 
(i) Ui = txxk and ui+1 = snt2for some к, n eN; 
(ii) Ui = t1xksnt2 and ui+1 = smt3 where к ^ n and all letters of t2, if any, 
are in {sr: reN]; 
(iii) ut = t1bt2 and ui+1 = smt3 and all letters of t2, ifany, are in {s/. reN]. 
If wt ^ w2, then there exist vu v2, ..., vx in Tsuch that w2 — vtv2 . . . vx and each 
Ut й vt. 
(b) Let u l 9 u2, ..., Ui and vu v2, ..., vt be members of T such that for each i, 
Ui ^ v]. Assume thatfor each i e {1, 2, ..., / — 1} we do not have some к < n with 
Щ = ttxki vt = t2b9 and ui+1 = snt3. Then uxu2 . . . ux S vtv2 . . . щ. 
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Observe that the restrictions in part (a) are needed by considering v^ = x2s39 
w2 = a; wt = x 2 s b w2 = b; wt = x2SiS2, wi — b; and wt = bs^2, w2 = b- To 
see that the restriction in part (b) is needed let u1 — x3, u2 = s4, v1 = b, v2 = s4. 
4.8. Lemma. Let wl5 w2, w3, and w4 be members of T. 
(a) //M>! ^ w2 and w2 ^ w1? гйеп w1 = w2. 
(b) {g є T: w1 ^ #} isfinite. 
(c) J / w2 ^ wl9 then {q e Г: qRw2 and q ^ w J isfinite. 
(d) J / м^Ян>2 arcd w2 < w4 and wt ^ w3 < w4, řften řftere ex/si5 w5 є Т such 
that w3Rw5 and w2 ^ w5 ^ w4. 
Proof. Statements (a) and (b) are trivial. To establish (c), let A = {# є Г: qRw2 
and g ^ w J . Since there are finitely many choices of u and t;for which w2 = ubv 
or w2 = uav, it suffices to show for a given choice of u and v that 
(i) if w2 = МОУ, then {g є Л: q = uxkv for some к eN} is finite; 
(ii) if w2 = wòy, then {g є Л: g = wbsrat; for some я єДГ} is finite; and 
(iii) if w2 = uav, then {q є A: q = wx^s^ for some fc, и є N with fc < и} is finite. 
We establish (i), the other cases being similar. To do this, we show that if q = uxkv 
then there exist u', v' with u ^ u' and v ^ y' such that wi = u'xkv'. Since Wi has 
only finitely many occurences of x's this will suffice. We may write v = ^ґ 2 where řj 
is a possibly empty word from {sn: n є N} and the leftmost letter of t2 if any, is not 
in {sn: neN). Then w2 = ubttt2 and q = их^^2. Pick by Lemma 4.7(a) u', t3, 
and ř4 in T u {0} such that wt = u't3t4, u ^ u', xkt1 ^ t3, and ř2 ^ ř4. Now if 
xkh + *з> then ř3 is Ь followed by a tail of ix so that btx ^ ř3 and hence by Lemma 
4.7(b), w2 S wu a contradiction. Thus t3 = xkt1 so lettingV = řxř4, we have wx = 
= w'x^u' as required. 
To see (d), assume wtRw2, w2 < w4, and wi ^ w3 < w4. We shall assume we have 
u, ve Tu {0} and к < n in N such that w2 = Mat; and wt = uxksnv, the other 
cases being similar. Since м^ ^ w3, pick by Lemma 4.7(a) tu t2, and t3 such that 
w3 = ^ М з , u ^ řl9 xfcsn ^ ř2, and i; ^ t3. Since w3 < w4, pick ř4, ř5? and ř6 such 
that t1 ^ ř4, t2 ^ ř5, and ř3 g ř6 and w4 = ř4ř5ř6. Then ř2 = xfcs„ or t2 = a. If 
t2 = xfesn, let w5 = ^f l^ . Then w3J^w5 and w2 ^ w5 ^ w4 as required. Thus we 
assumeř2 = a.Thenw2 ^ w3.Sincew3 < w4 ,pickw5suchthatw3Rw5andw5 ^ w4. 
In fact the set in Lemma 4.8(c) can have at most one member, but this is not 
important to us. We now proceed to describe the topology on T. 
4.9. Definition, (a) Let U = {U c T: for each w e U, {v є T: vRw and v ф U] is 
finite}. 
(b) For U s T and wt є T, let N(wl9 U) = (w2 є T: w2 g w t and {v є T: w2 й 
й v й щ) Є U]. 
4.10. Lemma. / / U є U and щ є U, then N(wt, U) є U. 
Proof. Let W2eiV(wi, tf). Let A « {w є T: w#w2 and w4tN(w^ U)}. We need 
to show that v4 is finite. Suppose instead that A is infinite. For each w e A, pick t;(vv) 
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such that w S v(w) ^ w1 and v(w) ф U. Since wx є U we have in fact that w ^ 
^ v(w) < wv Since w2 eN(wu U), we cannot have w2 й v(w) for any w є A. Let 
Б = {#(w): weA]. By Lemma 4.8(c), for each veB, {weA: v = tf(w)} is finite. 
Thus Б must be infinite. For each v є Б, pick by Lemma 4.8(d), u(v) є T such that 
vR u(v) and w2 ^ w(u) ^ wt. By Lemma 4.8(b), {u є T: w2 й u Ú Wj.} is finite, 
pick w є Tsuch that {v є Б: м = м(ѵ)} is infinite. But w2 й w й wx so w є U. Since 
м є ř7, {v e T: vRu and v ф U} is finite. Since Б n £7 = 0, this is a contradiction. • 
4.11. Lemma. U is a completely regular Hausdorff topology on T. 
Proof. U is trivially a topology on T. To see that U is Hausdorff, let wx and w2 
be distinct members of T. By Lemma 4.8(a), we assume without loss of generality 
that w2 S wx. Let U = {w e T: w й wJ and let V = {w є T: w ^ w2 and w ^ wx}. 
Then wx є U, w2 є Fand trivially U is open. To see that Fis open, let w є Fand note 
that {u e T: uRw and и ф V] = {u є T: uRw and u ^ wt}. By Lemma 4.8(c), this 
latter set is finite. 
By Lemma 4.10, {N(wu U): U є U and wx є U] is a basis for U. To see that U is 
a completely regular topology, it suffices to show that each N(wx, U) is closed. (For 
then XN(wlfu) is continuous.) Indeed, let Ue U and wt є U. Let w2 є T\N(wl9 U), 
If w2 ä wi> let F = {we T: w ^ w2 and w ^ wJ. As above Fis open and Ѵгл 
n JV(vVi, U) = 0. Thus we assume w2 ^ wx. Pick v є T such that w2 gi ü ^ W! 
and v í t/. Let 7 = {w є Г: и й v}. Then Fe U, w2 є F, and Vn N(wl9 U) = 0. • 
4.12. Lemma. T7iift řfte topology ü, Tis a semitopological semigroup. 
Proof. Let z є T and let t/ be open. We first let F = A"*[^] and show that V 
is open. Let wx є Fand let Б = {w є Т: wî Wi and w ф V). Let С = {w є T: wKzn^ 
and w ф U]. Since zwx є U, C is finite. Then А2[Б] ç С and hence, since Az is one-to-
one, Б is finite. 
To see that Tis right topological, let V= c7*[^] an<^ let wi є ^ The proof here 
is identical to the left case unless we have z', w' є Tu {0} and some n e N such that 
z = 5,,z' and wx = w'b so we assume this case holds. Let as before Б = {w є T: 
WjRw! and.w^F} and let C = {weT: wRwxz and wфU}. Then ^2[Б\{ѵѵХ: 
A: < и}] Ç C so Б \ {w'xk: k < n} is finite so Б is finite. • 
4.13. Lemma. LetfeLMC(T). Thenf(a) =f(b). Consequently e{a) = e{b). 
Proof. Suppose/(a) =¥f(b) and let s = \f(b) - / ( a ) | . Since/is bounded pick 
a compact subset Л ofK such that/[T] ^ Л. Then </o ^>^°=1 is a sequence in the 
compact product AT so pick an accumulation point g ofthis sequence. Since/є LMC, 
g e c(T). 
Let U = {w є T: \f(w) - f(b)\ < г/5}, V = {w e T: |/(w) - /(a)| < e/5}; and 
Pf = {w є T: |or(vv) - g(b)\ < г/5}. Then L̂ , V, and Pfare open. Since b є Tfand for 
each k є iV, xfcRb we may pick k such that xk є Ж Since a є Fand forn > k, xksnRa, 
we may pick m e N such that xksn є F whenever и ^ m. Since fo e Lf and for each 
n e iV, bsnRb, we may pick m' є iV such that bsn e U whenever n ^ m'. 
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Let В = 7t^l{zeK; \z - g(xk)\ < є/5}] n n^[{zeK: \z - g(b)\ < e/5}]. Then 
B is a neighbourhood of g so pick n > max {m, m'} such that f0 QSneB. Then 
|/(ft) - /(frs„)| < e/5 since bs„ є U, |/(fe5,) - g(b)\ < e/5 since foQsn eB, \g(b) -
- g(xk)\ < ф since xfc є Ж, |flf(xjk) - /(xks„)| < є/5 s i n c e / 0 & n є В, and \f(xhs„) -
- / (a)j < є/5 since xksn є V. Thus |/(b) - / ( a ) | < e, a contradiction. D 
4.14. Lemma. For each k e N, Хш є LMC(T). 
Proof. Since {xk} is open andclosed, Хш is continuous. Given u,ve Tv {0} 
with {w, v} Ф {0i_, x{Xk} o Xtt o Qv = Ö. Thus, given u e Г и {0}, {хш о Ям о gv: v є Г и 
u { 0 } } f i { x w , ö } s C ( T ) . D 
4.15. Theorem. Tis a completely regular Hausdorffsemitopological semigroup 
for which e: T^> e[T] is neither one-to-one nor open. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12 Tis a completely regular Hausdorff semitopo-
3ogical semigroup. By Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.13, e is nqt one-to-one. To see 
that e is not open, let U = {a) u {xksn: k, n eN and к < n^. Then U is open in T 
and by Lemma 4.13 e{b)ee^U\ Suppose e[U~\ is open in e[T] and pick, by the 
continuity of e, a neighbourhood Fof b such that e [F] £ e^U~\. Pick fc є N such that 
Xfc є V. Pick z є tf such that e(xk) = e(z). But %ш{хе = l> Хші2) = °> a n d> ЬУ 
Lemma 4.14, %{jCk}eLMC, a contradiction. П 
5. Some examples of ^S. We present here three examples where we have identified 
čSisareasonably concrete fashion. The first two examples are right topological groups 
which are based on the circle group which we denote by T. The ideas for these two 
examples are derived from [9]. 
We let TT have the product topology with coordinate -wise operations. 
5.1. Theorem. Let S = TT x T where S has the product topology and where, 
for (^i,Wi) and (h2,w2)eS, (huw1).(h2,w2) = ((h1oÀwyh2, м^.м>2). Then 
T= ÔS. 
Proof. Let n2(h, w) = w. When we say , , T = ôS" we mean that (n2, T) satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 2.10. To see this let M be a compact Hausdorff right 
topological semigroup and let ф: S ^> M be a continuous homomorphism such 
that Хф{х) is continuous for each xeX. Define rj: T^> M by rj(w) = ^>(I, w) where T 
is the function constantly. Then rj is a continuous homomorphism. To complete 
the proof, it suffices to show that for (h, w) є S, ф^, w) = ф(ї, w). (For then 
Y\ o к2 = ф) For this it in turn suffices to show that given h є Тт ф(й, 1) = ф(Т, 1), 
since (h, w) = (I, w). (h, 1). 
Suppose instead that ф(й, 1) ф ф(І, 1) and pick disjoint neighborhoods U1 and U2 
of ф(й, 1) and ф(І, 1) respectively. Since ф(ї, 1) . $(ft, 1) є U.{, pick a neighborhood 
U3 of ф(1, 1) such that U3 . Ф(К 1) S ^ . Pick neighborhoods F of T and Lt of 1 
such that ф[Ѵ x Lx] с U2 n tf3. Pick finite F Я T and for each x e F, a neigh­
borhood Px of 1 such that f W ^ " ' И S ^ 
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Inductively, choose a sequence 0„X°=i such that \wn - l | < l/n, w / n F = 0 
and for n > 1, wnF n (F u (Jï^î w,F) - 0. Define Й' є T r by Ä'(w»*) = й ( * ) _ 1 f o r 
each x є F and each n є N and fc'(x) = 1 otherwise. (Note that, by the choice of the 
w„'Sj й' is well defined.) 
Now, given x є F, h'(x) = 1 so ft' є F and thus 0(ft', 1) є U3 so that 0(ft', 1). 
. 0(fc, l)eU^ Pick a neighborhood tf4 of 0(ft, 1) such that 0(ft', 1). U4 c L7^ 
Pick neighborhoods Q of ft and L2 of 1 such that 0 [ g x L2] <= r74. Pick n such that 
w,,eLi n L2. 
Now (ft, w„) є Q x L2 so 0(ft', 1) . 0(ft, w,) є ^ . But (ft', 1) . (ft, ww) = ((ft' o XWn). 
. ft, wn). Given x є F, (ft' o XWn) (x) = й'(и>их) = ft(*)-1 so ((ft' о XWn) . ft)(x) = 1. 
Thus (ft' о AwJ . h e V. Thus 0((ft', 1). (й, w„)) e ф[Ѵ x Lj] e U2, a contradiction. 
D 
In Theorem 5.1, the topological center of S (A(S) = {xe S: Xx is continuous}) 
is dense. To be precise, (й, vv) є A(S) ifand only if й is continuous. By way ofcontrast, 
in Theorem 5.2, A(S) will consist of exactly two points (namely (1, 1) and (—1, 1)). 
The topological space in Theorem 5.2 is familiar. See for exampe [2, p. 172]. 
5.2. Theorem. Let S = Tx { — 1,1} where, for (w1,x1) and (w2 ,x2) in S9 
(wl5 Xi) . (w2, x2) = (wxiW2, Xi*2). For s > 0 and (w, x) є S, let N((w, x), e) = 
= {(we''<5*, x): 0 й à < є} u {(weiôx, - x ) : 0 < ô < s} and take {N((w, x), e): 8 > 0} 
as a basisfor the neighborhoods of(w, x). Then ôS = {l}. 
Proof. As in Theorem 5.1, we let M be a compact Hausdorff right topological 
semigroup and let ф: S^>M be a continuous homomorphism with Хф{х) continuous 
for each x є S. We show that ф must be constant. For this it suffices to show that 
0(1, 1) = 0(1, - 1 ) . (For then 0(w, 1) = 0(1, 1). 0(w, 1) = ф(1, - 1 ) . 0(w, 1) = 
= 0(w, — 1). From this 0(w2, 1) = 0(w, 1) . 0(w, 1) = 0(w, 1) . 0(w, - 1 ) = 
= 0(1, ~1) . Since every element o fT i s a square, this suffices.) 
Suppose instead 0( l , 1) Ф 0(1, —1) and pick disjoint neighborhoods U\ and L 2̂ 
of 0(1, 1) and 0(1, —1) respectively. Pick a neighborhood Vt of (l , 1) such that 
0 [ F j £ СГХ and pick e > 0 such that JV((1, 1), s) Я V1. Pick a neighborhood U3 
of 0(1, 1) such that ^ 3 . 0( l , - 1 ) c L/2. Pick a neighborhood F2 of (l , 1) with 
ф[Ѵ2) S C/3. Pick 5, 0 < á < г, with (eíá, 1) є F2. 
Then 0 ( e ^ , l ) . 0 ( l , - l ) G ^ 2 so pick a neighborhood U± of 0 ( 1 , - 1 ) with 
0(e''<5, 1). ^ 4 s U2. Pick a neighborhood Ж of (1, - 1 ) with 0[FF] <= C74. Pick т, 
0 < T < ^ , such that ( е " і т , 1 ) € Ж Then 0 ( е м , 1 ) . 0 ( е ~ " , 1 ) є ^ 2 . But (e '* , l ) . 
. ( e - * 1) = (e/(<5"T), 1) and 0 < Ö - r < S < є so (e í (ó_T), 1) є Vv Thus 0((e íá, 1). 
. (e~íT, 1)) є Ul9 a contradiction. П 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a characterization of a familiar semi-
topological semigroup as a quotient of^jR, where R is the real numbers under addition 
with the usual topology. As in [2, Example V.2.3(b)], we let S = R u {9} where 
topologically Ѳ is a point at + oo and algebraically 9 + x = x + Ѳ = 0 for all x є S. 
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As is well known, LMC(R) is the s e t of bounded uniformly continuous functions 
on R. (See for example [2, Theorem III.14.6].) Consequently, by Theorem 4.2(c), 
e: R ^ ÔR is an embedding. Therefore we are justified in pretending that jR S ôR 
and we will do so. We begin by characterizing (in a negative fashion) the members 
of LMC(S). 
5.3. Lemma. Let f: S ^ K. Then /ф LMC(S) if and only if either f\R ф LNiC(R) 
or there exist sequences <хп>„°°=і> <30"=i, and <я„ХГ=і in R such that 
(a) Hmy„ = +oo, 
n^> oo 
(b) for each keN, limf(yk + хи) = ak9 and 
w^oo 
(c) lim ak exists and lim ak Ф /(Ѳ). 
fc^oo fe^oo 
Proof. Observe that, since S is commutative and g0 is the identity, fe LMC(S) 
if and only if cl {/ o Qs: s e S} Є C(S). 
For the necessity, pick g e cl {/ o Qs: s e S} \ C(S). Observe t h a t / o дѳ is constantly 
equal to/(0).Thus#Gcl {foQs: 5 eR} and hence g\Recl {/|RO£ s ,s6jR}. Ид\кфС(Я)9 
t hen / | R ф LMC(R). We thus assume that g\R e C(R) so that g is bounded and g is not 
continuous at Ѳ. 
Trivially д(Ѳ) = ДѲ), since / o Qs(6) = /(0) for each 5 є R. Pick a neighborhood V 
of g(6) in K such that #"* [^ ] is not a neighborhood o f 0 . For each n eN pick 
zn > n such that g(zn) фѴ. Then <#(zJ>^L t is a bounded sequence in K so pick a sub­
sequence Ob>r-i of <z„X°=i S U C n t n a t <#0O>^U converges. Let for each n, an = 
= # 0 0 - Thus statements (a) and (c) hold. 
For each neN, let Un = Пї=і ^ * [ { z e J K : | z " # Ы І < 1lnU a n d> s i n c e ^ 
is a neighborhood of #, pick xn є # such t h a t / o £Xn є U„. Then given n > k we have 
| / °Є* , (л ) - я Ы І < ! / и s 0 1 і т Л ^ + *«) = Фк) as required. 
n^oo 
For the sufficiency observe that trivially if/|K ф LMC(R), thenfф LMC(S). We thus 
assume we have sequences <хи>*=1, <jO*=i> and <a„>£Li in R satisfying (a), (b), 
and (c). Let g be any cluster point (in Ks) of ( / o ß J " = 1 . Again flr(0) = /(0). We 
show that lim #(jfe) = lim afc, establishing that g is not continuous. To this end, 
/c^-oo fc^oo 
let г > 0 be given and let b = lim afc. Pick / such that for k > /, \ak — b\ < є/З. 
fc^oo 
We claim that for k > /, \g{yk) ~ b\ < г, so let k > 1 Let U = ny^[{zeK: 
\z - g(yk)\ <e/3}]- Pick m such that, for n > m, \f(yk + x„) - afc| < e/3. Pick 
« > m such t h a t / o ^ e U. Then | f( j^ + x„) - g(yk)\ < г/3, |Ду4 + xn) - ak\ < 
< e|3, and \ak - b\ < є/З so \g(yk) - b\ < є as required. D 
We denote by R+ and R~ the sets {x є R: x > 0} and {x є R: x < 0}, respectively. 
5.4. Lemma. Let U be open in ôR. There exist q є ôR and r e c\ÔR(R+) N R such 
that r + q e U if and only if there exist Vopen in ôR and sequences <J^>«°=i and 
О О и ^ і fri Я 5MC^ ř ^ a ř 
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(a) cìÌRV^U, 
(b) lim_y„ = +oo, and 
п^оо 
(c) {Ук + xn: к, rteN and к < n} £ V. 
Proof. For the necessity, pick qeôR and redÔR(R
+)\R such that r + qeU 
and pick a neighborhood F o f r + q with c\SRV^ U. Then F i s a neighborhood 
of ee(r) so pick a neighborhood Ж of r such that ^ [ Ж ] Я V. Now r є d5R(R+) \ Я 
so pick a sequence <j>n>J°=i in Ж п і ^ + with l i m ^ = + oo. Now, given neN, 
и^оо 
y„ + q є Fand ЛУи is continuous so pick a neighborhood An of g such that ЛУи[Ли] £ 
Ç K Given neN, П * = і А i s a neighborhood of q so pick x„eJRn f l L i 4 
Then {y/c + x„: k, n є N and к < n} с Fas required. 
For the sufficiency, let F, Ov>^=i, and <хи>^°АІ satisfy statements (a), (b) and (c). 
Let r be a cluster point of <y„X°=i ш ^ . S m c e ^ітУп = + °°> rGcl5R(jR+)\jR. 
H^-00 
Let q be a cluster point of <X>^=i *n &R. Suppose that r + g £ t/. Then r + g £ 
^cl5 i ?F so pick a neighborhood JFt of r + q such that Wx n F = 0. Since Wx is 
a neighborhood of Qq(r), pick a neighborhood TF2 of r such that ^ [ ^ 2 ] £ ^ i -
Pick fc such that ук є TF2. Then yk + g є И^ so pick a neighborhood W3 of q such that 
^ [ W 3 ] - wv P i c k n > к s u c n t h a t x" є w3- T n e n Л + x» є Wi n V> a contra­
diction. П 
Now given e: S ->• i>S, e|K is a continuous homomorphism from ,R to öS and Ae(s) 
is continuous for each s є R. Thus, by Theorem 2.10 we have a continuous homo­
morphism Ц so that the following diagram commutes. (Recall that we are assuming 




Since jR is dense in 5, i/ is onto ôS. Consequently ôS is a quotient of öR via rç. 
Theorem 5.6 shows that there is only one equivalence class which is not a singleton 
and identifies precisely what the members of that equivalence class are. 
5.5. Lemma. Let ц he the continuous homomorphism from öR to ôS such that 
rj(s) = e(s) for all s e R. For p, t e ôR, agree that p » t if and only if rj(p) = rj(t). 
Given p, t є ôR, p * t if and only if there if there existfe C(oR) and g є LMC(S) 
such thatf(p) ф Д с ) andf\R = g\R. 
Proof. For the necessity, let p, t e ôR such that p as t. Then ц(р) Ф rj(t) so pick 
h є C(oS) such that h(rj(p)) * h{r|(t)). Let g = h 0 e. By Theorem 2.11, g є LMC(S). 
By Lemma 5.3, g\ReLMC(R) so, again by Theorem 2.11, there exists feC(oR) 
such t h a t / | R = g\R. N o w / a n d h о rj agree 011 the dense subset R of öR s o / = h 0 ц 
and hence f(p) ф f(t) as required. 
For the sufficiency assume we have p, teôR, feC(oR), and geLMC(S) such 
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thatf(p) Ф f(t) and/|R = g\R. Pick by Theorem 2.11, h є C(oS) such that h o e = g. 
Then as above h о r| and / agree on JR so h о f/ = / . Thus %(p)) = f(p) Ф /(f) = 
= h(f|(t)) and hence rç(p) Ф rj(t) as required. П 
5.6. Theorem. Let rj and « be as in Lemma 5.5. The &-equivalence classes ofSR 
are the singletons and clôR{r + q: q e öR and r є clôR(R+)\R}. 
Proof. Let A = {r + g: qeöR and recl5R(jR+)\jR}. We first let p, tecidRA 
and show that p « ř. Suppose instead that p # ř and pick, by Lemma 5.5,/є C(SR) 
and g є LMC(S) such that f{p) Ф /(i) and f\R = g\R. We assume without loss of 
generality that f(p) ф д(Ѳ) and let є = |/(p) - #(0)|. Pick a neighborhood Ï7 of p 
such that / [ t f ] £ {zeK: \z ~f(p)\ < e/2}. Since рєсІ^Л, pick by Lemma 5.4 
Fopen in 5R and sequences <jO^L i and <x„>£L г such that cl^F c JJ9 lim y„ = + oo, 
и^оо 
and [yk + xn: к, neN and к < n} £ V. By thinning <x„> °̂=1 we may presume 
that for each keN, limf(yk + xn) exists. Let ak = limf(yk + xn) and observe 
и^-оо n^oo 
that \ak — f(p)\ й e/2. Thinning the sequence <^>^=1 so that lim ak exists, we have 
n-*oo 
that |lim ak — f(p)\ ^ e/2 so that lim ak Ф g{9). Since g\R = f\R we have that each 
fe^oo k-+ao 
ak = lim #(̂ fc + x„). Thus, by Lemma 5.3, g ф LMC(S), a contradiction. 
k^oo 
To complete the proof we let p, t є &R, assume p Ф ř and p ф cl5RA and show that 
p # t. Since p Ф ř and p ф clÔRA, pick a neighborhood U of p such that t ф U and 
U n i4 = 0. Pick/ є C(5R) such that/(p) = 1 and/[aA \ t7] = {0}. Define g: S ~> K 
by #|Ä = / |к and #(0) = 0. Since f(p) = 1 Ф 0 = /(f), it suffices by Lemma 5.5 
to show that g є LMC(S). 
Suppose instead g ф LMC(S). Now/|R e LMC(R) by Theorem 2.11, so g\R є LMC(R). 
Thus by Lemma 5.3, we have sequences <*„>£= i, <y„>£L i ,and <я„>Г= 1 in R such that 
lim yn = + oo, for each k є iV lim g(yk + x„) = aÄ5 lim ал exists, and lim afc Ф #(0). 
n^oo n^oo и^-оо fc^oo 
Let Ъ = lim afc. Then fe Ф 0. By eliminating early terms, ifnecessary, we may presume 
k^oo 
each \ak\ > |b|/2. Likewise by thinning <хя>*=1, we may presume that for n > fc, 
we have g(yk + x„) > |b|/2. LetF = {4 є ÔR: \f(q)\ > |b|/2}. Then Fis open in СД 
and cl^F s U, since/[&R \ U] = {0}. Further since/|R = д|я, we have {yk + x„: A:, 
neiVand k < n} Ç K But then, by Lemma 5.4, U n Л Ф 0, a contradiction. • 
Theorem 5.6 tells us that ôS is obtained from ôR by collapsing cl^{r + q: q e ôR 
and reclÔR(R
+)\R) to the point Ѳ. This is similar to what occurs when R and S 
are considered as topological spaces. Then one obtains ßS (the Stone Cech com-
pactification of S) by coUapsing clßR(R
+) to the point Ѳ. The major difference is that 
c W r + 4 : ^ є ^ and redÔR(R+)\R} includes points of ciÔR(R~), as we shall 
see in Theorem 5.7. This result allows us to see in a graphic fashion why e: S -> e[S] 
is not open. Given a neighborhood U of е(Ѳ), г}~^Щ is a neighborhood of points 
of cl^(jR") and hence includes points of R~. Thus each neighborhood of e{9) 
includes points ofe[#"] so that e[R+ u {0}] is not open in e[S]. 
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5.7. Theorem. Let A = {r + q: q є öR and r є cì3R(R+)\ R}. Then cì5R(R+) \ R c 
с Л, £ n cì3RA = 0, and cl3R(jR~) n Л Ф 0. 
Proof. For the first assertion observe that each r є ôR satisfies г 4- 0 = r. For the 
second assertion, let s є R. Let U = {x є R: s — 1 < x < s + 1}. Since jR is locally 
compact, U is open in ôR. We claim U n A = 0. Suppose instead U n A Ф 0 and 
pick V, <Су„>Г=і a n ( i <лХ°=і a s guaranteed by Lemma 5.4. Since {yx 4- xn: neN 
and n > 1} £ F ç Lf we have <лХ°=1 is bounded. But then, since {yk + xn: n, k e N 
and n > k] ^ V, we must have <yfc>£°=i is bounded so that lim yk ф + oo, a contra­
diction. *"00 
Finally, we show that c\3R{R~) \ R is a left ideal of ôR. (Thus if r є cl^(A+) \ # 
and qeclôR(R~)\R, then r + qeAncl3RR~.) To this end, let qec]3R(R~)\R 
and let p є ÔR. Let i7 be a neighborhood of p + g and pick a neighborhood F of p 
such that e>4[P] £ Í7. Pick x є Vn R, so x + q e U. Pick a neighborhood W of # 
such that Лх[йР] ^ L̂ . Since q є cl^(,R-) \ Ä, pick y e W such that y < — x. Then 
x + у є U" n Я~ as required. П 
The situation is the same if one starts with the group Z of integers under addition 
and lets T = Z u {0} with Ѳ topologically and algebraically at +oo. In this case 
in fact ôZ = ßZ [1, Theorem 2.4] so that ôTis the quotient of ßZ obtained by col-
lapsing cl^{r + q: q є ßZ and r є c l^(-N) \ Z} to a point. The proofs are similar 
to the ones we have done and in fact somewhat simpler. We omit them. (The reader 
should be cautioned however, that we write r + q for what was called q + r in [1].) 
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